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Alltrucks is continuing to grow and welcomes the 700th partner in the Europe-wide
network
The Alltrucks Truck & Trailer Service network is growing continuously and is expanding its
presence in now 12 European countries. Alltrucks welcomes NTB Nutzfahrzeuge Technik
Brandenburg GmbH from Blankenfelde-Mahlow as its 700th partner. This company now
benefits from the comprehensive multi-brand services as well.
Munich. Since its launch in 2014, the multi-brand, full-service workshop concept "Alltrucks
Truck & Trailer Service" has been recording continuously high demand and constant growth
throughout Europe. The Alltrucks network now consists of a total of 700 partner workshops in
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Poland and Norway.
Despite the difficult circumstances caused by the corona pandemic, ten new partner
workshops joined the network in Germany alone in the first half of this year. Among them is
NTB Nutzfahrzeuge Technik Brandenburg GmbH in Blankenfelde-Mahlow near Berlin. The
multi-brand workshop was newly built in 2019 and joined the Alltrucks workshop network right
at the beginning of this year. On a total of 10,000 sqm, seven employees service and repair all
types of commercial vehicles, from tractors to trailers and semi-trailers. NTB Nutzfahrzeuge
Technik Brandenburg GmbH is also a service partner of Krone and GFA Gothaer
Fahrzeugachsen.
Thilo Block, operations manager of NTB Nutzfahrzeuge Technik Brandenburg GmbH, is
convinced about joining Alltrucks: "As a professional multi-brand company, we decided to
start with Alltrucks as a strong partner on our side. Through this partnership we are ensuring a
significant know-how advantage for our workshop. We want to be able to serve every customer
at the same high level, regardless of the brands of their vehicles. We are using the combined
knowledge and long-term experience of Bosch, Knorr-Bremse and ZF in order to remain
competitive in the long term."
Successful partnership also for end customers
The commercial vehicle workshop is ideally located in the south of Berlin on the A10
Autobahn at the Rangsdorf exit. The company's customers include the internationally active
Laa Trans Logistic with 70 units, which has already benefited directly from the Alltrucks
partnership of NTB Nutzfahrzeuge Technik Brandenburg GmbH. As part of Alltrucks Fleet,
the European service offer for fleets, a truck of Laa Trans Logistic was repaired quickly, without
any complications and without substantial additional costs at a local Alltrucks partner
workshop after an accident in Barcelona at the beginning of the year.
"Thanks to the effective coordination work carried out by Alltrucks and our partner workshop
Nirvauto vallès near Barcelona, our Alltrucks Fleet customer has saved a lot of time, money
and headaches", expresses Thilo Block's great satisfaction with the Alltrucks Fleet Service.
"We want to continue to be there for our customers in exactly the same way in the future, true
to our motto: everything from a single source at a professional level, for all brands for trucks
and everything that is being pulled on the back".

In addition to the bundled technical multi-brand competence, Alltrucks offers its partners
access to exclusive services and professional marketing support. At the same time, system
consultants ensure intensive personal support. The workshop concept is continuously
expanding its range of services and products, most recently with important new cooperation
partners such as Prometeon, Maha and C-ECO.
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ALLTRUCKS TRUCK & TRAILER SERVICE
Alltrucks GmbH & Co. KG was founded as a joint venture by the three leading automotive and commercial vehicle
suppliers Bosch, Knorr-Bremse and ZF in 2013. Under the Alltrucks Truck & Trailer brand it offers commercial vehicle
workshops a wide range of services in maintaining and repairing light to heavy commercial vehicles, trailers and
semitrailers – across all brands. These services include multi-brand vehicle diagnostics, a technical hotline, customised
training courses, technical information, a 24/7 service, marketing support and professional quality management. The
system headquarters based in Munich is continuously expanding its portfolio, including new cooperation programmes
and fleet services – in the medium term throughout Europe. More information at www.alltrucks.com.
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